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         1        A.  No.  I mean -- no, I did not.  I made them 

 

         2              aware of it, and then when they publish it, I mean, they 

 

         3              published it. 

 

         4        Q.  When the lay version of the ACOEM paper was 

 

         5              printed by the Institute For Legal Reform, the ACOEM 

 

         6              again did not have any conflict-of-interest waiver on 

 

         7              your part, did it? 

 

         8        A.  I have no idea.  I've never seen that version. 

 

         9              I'll call it the nonscientific piece that has my name on 

 

        10             it. 

 

        11        Q.  From your view, did you make any efforts, 

 

        12              despite anyone calling you or anything else, to make 

 

        13              sure that a conflict-of-interest waiver was included 

 

        14              with the lay version put out by the Institute For Legal 

 

        15              Reform? 

 

        16        A.  No, because I didn't even know my name was on 

 

        17               it. 

 

        18        Q.  The ACOEM paper was also given an iteration in 

 

        19              the Manhattan Institute document.  You were aware of 

 

        20               that? 
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        1           A   It didn't occur to us.

        2           Q   Did you get Dr. Saxon's permission to list

        3      him as a co-author in the Manhattan Institute

        4      paper?

11 :00:42  5           A   We did.

        6           Q   You asked for it and he said yes?

        7           A   He said he had no objection.

        8           Q   So when Dr. Saxon testified in a separate

        9      matter that he did not know his name was on it, do

11 :01:00 10      you believe he was not testifying truthfully?

       11               MR. SCHEUER:  Objection; assumes a fact

       12      not in evidence.  There's no evidence at all that

       13      Dr. Saxon said that.

       14               MS. KRAMER:  This is testimony from

11 :01:36 15      Mr. Saxon saying he didn't know his name was on it.

       16      BY MR. BANDLOW:

       17           Q   I'm looking at trial testimony from the

       18      case, looks like it was in Nevada, involving

       19      Dr. Saxon.  He was -- and I will represent for the

11 :01:52 20      record, based on this transcript, he was asked a

       21      question, quote, "When the lay version of the ACOEM

       22      paper was printed by the Institute for Legal

       23      Reform, the ACOEM again did not have any conflict

       24      of interest waiver on your part, did it?"

11 :02:08 25               And he answered, quote, "I have no idea.
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Nevertheless, except for persons with severely impaired immune 
systems, indoor mold is not a source of fungal infections, and current 
scientific evidence does not support the idea that human health has 
been adversely affected by inhaled mold toxins in home, school, or 
office environments. Thus, the notion that “toxic mold” is an insidious, 
secret “killer,” as so many media reports and trial lawyers would 
claim, is “junk science” unsupported by actual scientific study. 
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